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Hearing Protection for Musicians, Stage and Concerts 

Our ear plugs and custom made hearing protection for musicians, stage and concert visitors are of the 

best quality and well-known in the market. Conventional earplugs often distorts the sound while these 

ear plugs dampens sound image evenly, so you hear everything you need and want to listen to, at a 

safe level. It is like turning down the volume, and they provide benefits such as: 

 Preserves the soundscape - music, speech etc. 

 Doesn’t distort the sound 

 Protects your hearing 

 Pleasant to wear 

 High quality and long lasting 

About ACS  

ACS is  a UK based company established in 1994 as a company dedicated to hearing conservation 

and the manufacture of custom-fit products for hearing protection and high quality audio.  

The PRO series launched at the beginning of 2011 created a new era in level attenuating hearing 

protection. The PRO series are vented to allow sound to pass both ways which means that remaining 

sound can escape directly through the filter providing one of the most natural sounding earplugs 

available. 
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Protect Your Hearing Before It Is Too Late 

Tired of ringing in the ears, poor sound at concerts and painful ear plugs that destroy the music? 

Moulded earplugs for music and concerts let you hear everything clear and precise, but at a safe level 

for your hearing. 

ACS PRO series hearing protection are specially designed for music and has the market flattest 

attenuation. That means you will be able to hear everything you need and want to hear during the 

concert, but without the sound becomes distorted or you lose details in the music. 

ACS PRO are custom made specifically for your ears in soft medial silicone, and are one of the 

market's most widely used moulded music hearing protection worldwide. 
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Attenuation Level 

ACS PRO series can be delivered with different attenuation and levels of protection. The filters are 

also user-swappable so you can chop and change as your environment demands to any other filter in 

the PRO range giving you complete control over your protection with just a single set of ear moulds.  

 PRO10: Acoustical music, orchestras etc. 

 PRO15: All musicians and concert audience 

 PRO17: Powerful music genres and clubbing 

 PRO20: Drummers and rock musicians 

 PRO26: Suitable for everyone wanting a very powerful attenuation  

See separate products sheets  for more details. 

ACS PRO 17 Custom Hearing Protection 

The PRO 17 is the flattest response filter in the PRO range, giving one of the most accurate responses 

of any hearing protector with flat 17dB protection across the board. Keeping all frequencies in check 

relative to one another means you get to hear the sound just as it should be, but 17dB quieter with no 

loss of high or low frequencies.  

Not only does the PRO 17 provide a balanced reproduction but its vented design allows conversation 

and engine notes to be heard naturally - allowing complete awareness in your environment. Giving the 

ability to extend your safe listening time by more than 5 times whilst hearing everything you usually 

would but at a lower, safer level.  
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ACS Pacato Universal Hearing Protection 

Pacato from ACS represents a leap forward in ready-to-go hearing protection for anyone that's 

exposed to excessive noise. Featuring the same design features that have made the ACS PRO series 

so successful the Pacato now brings a near flat response and the most natural sounding filter to a 

universal eartip that you can use right away.  

Available in varying sizes, the Pacato plug is comfortable, completely discreet and offers the most 

natural sound of any generic fit earplug in its class. With Pacato you can hear what you need to hear 

with all the clarity that you're used to and easily converse and communicate without putting your 

hearing at risk. 

The Pacato is one of the most discreet universal-fit plugs available with a flush fitting filter that enables 

the plug to sit comfortably in the ear with no protrusion making them ideal for use under headwear or 

in any situation where discretion for the wearer is desired. 

For more information about ACS’s full range of ear protection, in-ear monitors and communication 

products, please visit the website or contact us for an introduction. 

For the United Arab Emirates, contact: 

Email: sales@acspro.me   

Tel: +971 50 65 11 801 / +44 7452 03 4084 


